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SAHETI ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING-TUESDAY 30 JUNE 2021 

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN HELLENIC EDUCATION AND 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 

In Memoriam  

1. Mr John Salalidis (June 2020) - alumnus class of 1985. 
2. Ms Neliene Bekker (August 2020) – Occupational Therapist SAHETI school. 
3. Mr John Bizos (August 2020) – brother of Advocate George Bizos. 
4. Mrs Helien Prinsloo (August 2020) – parent and grandmother of staff members. 
5. Mr Dimitri Kokkoris (August 2020) – parent of Board member and grandfather of alumnus. 
6. Mr Antonis Georgiades (August 2020) – parent of students. 
7. Advocate George Bizos SC (September 2020) – a founding member and Life Vice President of SAHETI. 
8. Mr Panos Stamatiadis (September 2020) - alumnus, parent, and husband of staff member. 
9. Mrs Minnie Janks (September 2020) - former Head Pre-Primary School. 
10. Mr Domenico Antonia De Gregorio (October 2020) – grandparent. 
11. Mr Bazil Katakuzinos (December 2020) - parent of Board members and grandfather. 
12. Mr Marco Mafilas (December 2020) - alumnus class of 1990. 
13. Costa Papoutsis (December 2020) – alumnus class of 1987. 
14. Miss Susan Machaka (January 2021) - student and child of staff member. 
15. Mr Alexander Baladakis (January 2021) - foundation member and grandfather. 
16. Mr Tony Antoniades (January 2021) – form President Westrand Hellenic Community. 
17. Mr Willie van der Merwe (January 2021) – former Facilities Manager. 
18. Father George Tsiftsis (January 2021) – priest and teacher of the Bloemfontein Parish and Community. 
19. Mr Chris Drakopoulos (February 2021) – former parent. 
20. Mr Andrea Liondarides (February 2021) – former President of the Westrand Hellenic Community. 
21. Mr Nikolaos Kambas (February 2021) – former parent. 
22. Mr Vassilios Pantazopoulos (March 2021) – grandparent. 
23. Mrs Rosa Roque (March 2021) grandparent. 
24. Dr Sindi van Zyl (April 2021) - former parent. 
25. Mrs Stella Theodorou (May 2021) – former parent. 
26. Mrs Artemis Kokkoris (May 2021) – parent of Board member and grandmother of alumnus. 
27. Mr Harry Drakopoulos (June 2021) – parent of SAHETI Ladies Committee member.  
28. Mrs Theoni (Nitsa) Nicolaides (June 2021) – grandparent. 
29. Mr Taki Karzis (June 2021)- brother-in-law of staff member and alumnus class of 2020. 
30. Mrs Althea Schmidt (June 2021) – former Primary School teacher. 
31. Mr Andrew Mavrokordatos (June 2021) – father-in-law of staff member and former parent.  
32. Mr Peter Triandafyllou (June 2021) – former parent. 
33. Mr Malcom John Watkins (June 2021) – father in law of staff member 

 

I would like to welcome everyone to SAHETI’s virtual June 2021 Annual General Meeting. 2020/1 
continues to be an extraordinary period for the School, South Africa, and the world as we faced a global 
Covid-19 pandemic with world governments taking extraordinary measures which included most 
economies being shut down for a significant period of time.  The impact on our daily lives was enormous 
and, in many ways, has changed the course of all our lives forever.  

I think we are all extremely proud of how the school under the leadership of Mr Taylor and his 
management team, rose to the challenge and very quickly adapted to the new environment and 
challenges and with the aid of technology has created a safe and familiar environment for our students to 
continue with their education. I am encouraged and proud of the resilience and persistence of the SAHETI 
team (as this pandemic seems to never end) which continues to deliver incredible results. I must say a 
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HUGE thank you to the SAHETI teachers and support staff and to our students, supported by their parents, 
who rise to every challenge the pandemic throws at us. SAHETI School was able to very successfully 
continue through all the challenges to complete the 2020 curriculum and deliver the usual excellent 
standard of education that our school is known for. This was reflected in our best ever Matric results.  

Having spoken to several people in the educational environment over the past few months and seeing the 
huge disruption in most South African schools which will impact these children and the country for many 
years to come, I think we can be very proud of what SAHETI has achieved in its relatively short life. We 
can definitely rank as one of the top schools in South Africa that can compete globally.  We have a 
wonderful institution which we will need to sustain by working hard to nurture and grow it and ensure 
we continue to give our children the best opportunity in this fast-everchanging world. If we see what our 
children have achieved, not just in South Africa but globally, I think we can be extremely proud of them 
and our SAHETI. 

Covid-19 Task team 
At the advent of the pandemic in our country, the Board acted swiftly and formed the Covid-19 Task Team 
on 09 March 2020, comprising Board members and school Management, to ensure the safety of learners 
and staff in the best possible way. The guiding principle of the Team is “Safety First”.  
 
I would like to thank this team for the huge effort they have put in to successfully sail SAHETI safely 
through the pandemic crises. The team have met at times weekly and given up a huge amount of their 
own time to ensure the safety of our teachers and scholars while simultaneously trying to ensure 
continuity of the school with minimal disruptions. They have had to deal with the huge differences in 
views among all stakeholders regarding managing the pandemic. What the team has successfully achieved 
is a balance of good scientific and medical input with what is best for the staff and children in meeting the 
children’s educational needs safely.  
 
Some of the key lessons our team has learnt is that although our online learning was extremely successful 
there are many shortcomings in being able to deliver an all-round educational experience that SAHETI is 
well known for. Global, local and our research show that long periods of children taught via online 
methods has its shortcomings which include: 

• Psychological impact of learning alone with very little social engagements with fellow students 
and teachers and the effectiveness of this method of learning over a long period of time. 

• Loss of social skills which will be critical in later life. 

• Reduced ability for teachers to better understand their students and see which ones are focused 
and absorb what is being taught. 

• Loss of cultural and sporting activities, which are a particularly important part of a child’s 
educational process, for their physical and mental health as well as developing stronger life and 
social skills.  

 
The pandemic has shown that SAHETI can embrace technology in our educational process to respond to 
crises and limit the loss of learning to our students, but we are not an online school and nor do we want 
to be one.    
 
The COVID team did an excellent job in getting our children back safely to school in term 3 in 2020 which 
was most welcomed by everyone, especially our children. The start of 2021 brought the second wave. The 
school had a new challenge of starting a new year online. Fortunately, the Covid team managed the return 
of all our students back on campus safely with even the return of sports and culturals bringing back some 
normality which was most welcomed by all.  
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Unfortunately, the 3rd wave has struck in term 2, again disrupting school life for all, forcing the school to 
revert to online teaching. What we are seeing is that this constant disruptive environment is placing added 
stress on teachers, students and parents and we constantly have to adapt to meet the challenges this 
pandemic is throwing at us. I urge everyone to be patient and a little more tolerant and caring towards 
each other. Together we will overcome the pandemic. 
 
The pandemic has also taken its toll on society with the loss of loved ones. The SAHETI family has not been 
spared. I would like to take this opportunity to convey my condolences to all those who have lost loved 
ones through COVID. Our thoughts and prayers go out to you all for your loss. Long Life to the families.  
 
Advocate George Bizos  
It is with sadness that on the 9 September 2020 we lost our leading visionary, one of the founders of 
SAHETI School, Adv George Bizos, first Board Chairman, Life Vice President, past, long standing friend, and 
loyal supporter. Without his vision and passion to build a SAHETI we would possibly not be here today. He 
has left our community with an incredible legacy. I hope we can do it justice and continue to build on his 
vision. We will sorely miss his wise words during heated debates in the boardroom and his tears of joy as 
he saw the success of the school that he helped found which in his eyes had grown beyond his wildest 
dreams. Rest in peace Adv George Bizos. 
 
Finance 
As we communicated in 2020, with the advent of the pandemic in South Africa, a substantial percentage 
of our parent body were and still are faced with severe financial difficulties as their businesses have been 
heavily impacted by the lockdown and the ensuing limitations, making it difficult for them to meet their 
financial obligations to the school. As a result, the Board implemented several action plans at the time of 
the huge uncertainty to provide support to the parent body, our primary stakeholders, and to ensure the 
sustainability of the school. These included: 

• Creation of the R5m SAHETI Covid-19 Distress Fund utilising the retained reserves of the school 
to assist parents in need (assisting 57 learners in 2020 - R1 688 760 and 21 learners in 2021- R638 
276). 

• Agreeing that all funds raised by the 2020 (R700 000) and 2021 Debutantes be added to the Dis-
tress Fund instead of the Capital Development Fund (Building and IT Fund) 

• Along with the Alumni Association, all funds pledged during the planned Charidy drive in 2021 will 
be added to the Distress Fund Disaster Fund  

• We gave COVID FEE relief of R3 190 610 to parts of the school.  

• Mr Taylor and the school were asked to put a freeze on all operational expenditure, including 
salaries as well as capital projects. 

• We refunded the 2020 development levy to all parents of R5.8m, and I would like to thank those 
parents who donated this refund to the COVID Distress Fund - R382 163. 

• We tightened our debtors’ collection process to ensure the school’s cashflow position remained 
sound.  

• The 2021 Capital Development Levy and school fee increases in 2021 were kept to a minimum 
(overall increase of between 4.5% to 1%)  

Based on the outcome of the year end audit, the school did a terrific job in ensuring that we remain 
financially sound despite the increase in bad debts. I must thank Mr Taylor, the school management, the 
finance team, and members of the Finance committee for their huge effort in managing this task which 
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included weekly meetings to monitor the situation closely. As a result, in one form or other we were able 
assist parents with over R10m, with R5.8 million benefiting all parents. Our Treasurer Mr N Lazanakis will 
shed more light on this.  

The remaining Covid relief funds have been and will continue to be used to assist more parents where 
required. The only thing I do ask is please follow the processes we have implemented in applying for 
assistance to ensure that this is done in an equitable manner.  

 
Facilities 
With the advent of COVID the school put a moratorium on any major building plans. The Board will debate 
when will be the correct time to lift this. The Board has however continued to allow critical infrastructural 
spend. As part of safety and health requirements, we have installed a network of lightning conductors on 
the campus, and we have approved continued expenditure on supporting and improving our IT 
infrastructure, which is essential for online teaching.  
 
Part of the future sustainability of the school is to ensure our Pre-Primary school remains competitive. We 
have listened to parents and as a result we approved the playground upgrade in the lower Pre-Primary 
school. Besides the fun aspect for the children, the playground provides a critical part of a child’s early 
development and careful consideration was given to the planning and choice of equipment. This was a 
very efficiently run project and we opened the new playground at the beginning of term 2 to great 
excitement from the children. This has again ensured SAHETI offers quality facilities.  
 
I wish to thank the IT department for their efforts in meeting the ever-changing pandemic demands and 
the ground staff for keeping our campus in great shape.  
 
 

Marketing 
The Marketing department is doing a sterling job in promoting our school through extensive coverage of 
our matric results by the media and the myriad of advertising and promoting activities they are involved 
with. The focus of the team has been on the Playschool and Pre-Primary school to ensure a sustainable 
pipeline of students for primary and high schools. 

Academics 
Our academic results continue to be among the best in the country with our matriculants having a high 
success rate in getting admitted to the universities and studies of their choice. 2020 was an exceptional 
achievement. Despite all the headwinds the team achieved the best results ever with an average of just 
over 4 distinctions per student. I think we can all feel enormously proud of this achievement. Well done 
to the whole academic team and the students for their hard work in achieving this. As I have said before 
to the team, our results are a result of our whole process from the time the child enters the Pre-Primary 
school.  
 

Sport and Culturals 
After a good few years of focusing on improving the level of sport at SAHETI and continuing to promote 
our cultural excellence, the pandemic has sadly taken its toll in this area. With all the lockdowns and social 
distancing rules, the school did its best to try and deliver on this aspect and the joy on the kids’ faces when 
there were short periods of near normality was fantastic to see. This is one part of the school that will be 
the first to celebrate when this pandemic is brought to its knees. We all look forward to those normal 
times when we can watch our children perform on the stage and sports fields. Despite this, many of our 
children were able to achieve provincial and national colours. Well done in flying our SAHETI flag high.   
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Greek 
Hellenism is the anchor of the school and the Institute in promoting the Greek language and culture. 
2021 was a special year as we celebrated 200 years since the start of the Greek revolution. The highlight 
was the 25 March celebrations by the Federation, which took place on 28 March. The Federation went 
out of its way to make this a special event with many parts of the school showcasing its Hellenic cultural 
skills.  I think we can be proud of the IT team as the school used its IT infrastructure to enable this event 
to be broadcast via the internet, making this the first such celebration to go around South Africa offering 
all Hellenes the opportunity to be a part of the day. The school has also focused on ensuring we use the 
200-year celebrations in broadening the exposure to our Hellenic culture and history throughout the year.  
 
On behalf of the school, I would also like to extend our appreciation to the Consul General of Greece, Mr 
Hatsandonakis, and the Educational Attaché, Dr Vlachos, for their continued support and for securing high 
quality Greek seconded teachers for SAHETI. 
 
 

Strategy 
Our plan was to begin a strategic review in the first half of 2020, but the COVID-19 lockdown compelled 
us to postpone this. At the beginning of 2021 with the coming together of the new Board which effectively 
only started in January 2021 we started a review of certain key areas to better understand the challenges 
SAHETI will face in the future. Various sub committees have been formed to better understand the various 
areas and these include. 

• Financial sustainability and Pension Fund management 

• Governance and Structure of the Institute 

• Human Capital and Remuneration 

• Greek and Hellenic Culture 

• Health and Safety 

• IT infrastructure and Security 

• Constitutional Committee 

• SAHETI Ladies Committee 

• Alumni  

• George Bizos Scholarship and Bursary Funds. 

The aim is to pull this information together by the end of July and for the Board to deliberate these 
matters. The aim is then to come out with 5 key areas the Institute will need to focus on over the next 5 
years which we aim to fully complete by quarter 1 2022. 

The key strategic focus areas that will need to be fully evaluated in the strategy include: 

Review of Current Strategic Plans: Review the current strategic plans to identify what elements are still 
relevant, assess progress and determine implementation milestones. 

Hellenic Ethos, Culture and Greek language: As the core of the school philosophy the aim is to evaluate 
what it would take to strengthen the Hellenic Ethos and Culture in the school in a changing external 
environment.  

Financial Sustainability: To develop a roadmap to ensure the future sustainability of the school especially 
with the economic challenges we face in South Africa in the next few years.  
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Making SAHETI more relevant to the community: How do we expand the influence of SAHETI in the SA 
community and in attracting more students to the campus?  

Educational Sustainability and supporting infrastructure requirements: Ensuring SAHETI and the 
education it provides remains competitive and relevant to the needs of the pupils and their future in the 
community and wider society including 4IR and the future of work and the need to be globally competitive   

Thank you 
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all the Board members, and especially the Executive 
Team and the members of all the sub-committees for their dedication, hard work and for always being 
there to support me. A special thank you to Evie and the Ladies Committee and to the Debutante’s and 
their families for rising above all the challenges COVID threw at them and still raising valuable funds for 
the Distress Fund.  
Thank you to our Life Vice presidents for their guidance and wisdom and for always finding time to share 
their institutional knowledge and to Dr Andreas Stephanou for his efforts in leading the Board over the 
past four years.  

Thank you again to Mr Taylor, the teachers and support staff for the fantastic job in supporting our 
children and delivering on the service we provide in the educational field. Your efforts have helped 
enhance SAHETI’s excellent name in the field of education. You have had to change the way you do things, 
going the extra mile to ensure safety standards are maintained. The ongoing resilience and commitment 
of the team has been impressive. Well done, your efforts are much appreciated by all. 

Finally, today we are fortunate to find our beautiful school continues to provide a sound stable 
environment in which our children learn and grow. The pandemic has made us stronger. We will need to 
be bold going forward as we have a few key challenges and decisions to make that will take us forward. 

I thank you all for your support and for entrusting me with the chair of the SAHETI Institute.  

 

Mr Anthony Katakuzinos 

Chairman-SAHETI Board 

    


